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Shining Silver Haze Regular The mainstay of cannabis culture, Haze strains are revered for their sweet flavours and head-focussed high. 

??????????: ??? ???????????? ????? 
Price 
????????????? ????????? ?????: 

Base price with tax 60,01 €

Price with discount 54,55 €

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price 60,01 €

Sales price without tax 54,55 €

Discount 

Tax amount 5,46 €

??????? ??? ?? ????? 

??????? ??????Royal Queen Seeds 

Description 

Shining Silver Haze Regular
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Shining Silver Haze Regular Royal Queen
 

The mainstay of cannabis culture, Haze strains are revered for their sweet flavours and head-focussed high. Shining Silver Haze Regular is no
exception to the rule, providing everything you'd expect from a Haze and more, and serving as the perfect foundation for new varieties.

Featuring an eclectic blend of world-renowned influences, Shining Silver Haze regular is proof of what talented breeders can achieve. Typically,
Haze strains are nearly pure sativas, but when a pair of breeders decided to blend the best parts of Haze, Skunk, and Northern Lights strains,
the ultimate hybrid was born—Super Silver Haze. RQS's Shining Silver Haze regular is our own take on those classic genetics, now available as
regular seeds, allowing growers to cultivate both male and female species.

The super sweet flavours of Shining Silver Haze regular are matched by its intensely cerebral high. The strain retains a lot of its sativa heritage,
and you can expect a literal haze to envelope your mind as you bask in the delicious flavours. It's the perfect choice for blunts, bongs, and
vaporizers, so you can savour every last sugary hit.

The regular nature of Shining Silver Haze means an approximate flowering time of 9–11 weeks, with yields up to 650g/m² indoors and 600–650g
per plant when grown outdoors. If you can satisfy their thirst for light, expect the plants to reach up to 2m under the sun, although most indoor
growers can expect manageable final heights of roughly 120cm.
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There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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